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In 2006, about 69 million U.S. households had pets, giving homes to around 73.9
million dogs, 90.5 million cats, and 16.6 million birds, and spending more than 38 billion
dollars on companion animals. As never before in history, our pets are truly members of
the family. But the notion of “companion species”—knotted from human beings, animals
and other organisms, landscapes, and technologies—includes much more than
“companion animals.” In When Species Meet, Donna J. Haraway digs into this larger
phenomenon to contemplate the interactions of humans with many kinds of critters,
especially with those called domestic. At the heart of the book are her experiences in
agility training with her dogs Cayenne and Roland, but Haraway’s vision here also
encompasses wolves, chickens, cats, baboons, sheep, microorganisms, and whales
wearing video cameras. From designer pets to lab animals to trained therapy dogs, she
deftly explores philosophical, cultural, and biological aspects of animal–human
encounters. In this deeply personal yet intellectually groundbreaking work, Haraway
develops the idea of companion species, those who meet and break bread together but
not without some indigestion. “A great deal is at stake in such meetings,” she writes,
“and outcomes are not guaranteed. There is no assured happy or unhappy endingsocially, ecologically, or scientifically. There is only the chance for getting on together
with some grace.” Ultimately, she finds that respect, curiosity, and knowledge spring
from animal–human associations and work powerfully against ideas about human
exceptionalism.
Publish, market, and sell your own e-book Although creating an e-book seems fairly
straightforward, it is not. You need to select and create a variety of formats that will be
read on a variety of e-reader devices--and market and sell your book in a variety of
ways. Before you take the plunge, get this practical guide. With clear instruction and
sensible advice, it will help you navigate the often confusing, time-consuming, and
costly world of self-publishing an e-book. The book gives you solid marketing tips for
selling your e-book, including using blogging and social media and how to build an
online platform. It also discusses key technologies you'll encounter, including
Smashwords, iBooks Author, Amazon, Microsoft Word, Open Office, Calibre,
WordPress, E-junkie, and others. Helps readers navigate the confusing, timeconsuming, and often costly world of self-publishing an e-book Provides both technical
how-tos as well solid marketing advice on how to sell your e-book using Facebook,
Twitter, Goodreads, and other social media sites Covers essential technologies, such
as Smashwords, iBooks Author, Amazon, Microsoft Word, Open Office, Calibre,
WordPress, and E-junkie Explores e-book devices, including Kindle, Kobo, Sony
Reader, Nook, iPad, and other tablets Delves into the nitty-gritty of e-book formats
Before you self-publish your e-book, start first with Publishing eBooks For Dummies.
Combining NT scholarship with the racy and readable style of a thriller, Theissen
succeeds brilliantly in conveying the gospel story in the fresh and imaginative prose of a
novel. Here is a wealth of information about Palestinian life and politics.
Get HDTV and get connected without getting confused! Buy wisely, surround yourself
with sound, watch your movies in HD, and more. If HDTV looks appealing but the
mountain of mumbo-jumbo has you peeling out the door, take heart! Finally, here's a
plain-English explanation of what HDTV is and how to choose one, hook it up, locate
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and access programming sources, and even how to connect your movie machines and
Xbox for even more HD fun. Discover how to: Plan your HDTV system and choose the
right equipment. Connect to programming sources. Add A/V entertainment gear and
accessories. Access HDTV over your home network.
So you have a camcorder and visions of being the next Spielberg. But how do you
progress from shooting so-so footage to showing your own finished movie? Digital
Video For Dummies, 4th Edition gives you the know-how and the show-how! Find out
how to shoot and edit great movies, using iMovie, Windows Movie Maker, or Adobe
Premiere Elements to add the finishing touches like special effects and your own
soundtrack. With the latest information and lots of illustrations and screen shots, this
friendly guide walks you through: Getting your computer ready to work with digital video
(complete with information about FireWire) Choosing a camcorder, including features to
look for and features that are useless Digitizing old VHS videotapes to preserve
memories Purchasing other movie making gear, including audio and lighting equipment
Shooting better video, with tips on lighting, panning, using the zoom, and recording
better audio Creating your own sound effects such as footsteps, bones breaking, fire,
thunder, insects buzzing, and more Capturing digital video using iMovie, Windows
Movie Marker, or Premiere Elements Editing, including understanding timecode,
organizing and previewing clips, and assembling clips in Storyboard and Timeline
Adding transitions, titles, and special effects Importing and integrating video from
phones and digital cameras Using audio rubberbands in iMovie, Premiere Elements,
and other editing programs Adding narration, importing and working with CD audio, and
adding a music soundtrack Keith Underdahl has extensive professional video
production experience developing kiosk and marketing videos for Ages Software.
Realizing that you’ll want to polish and premiere your movie, he includes information
on: More advanced video editing, including animating video clips, improving light and
color, compositing video (bluescreen or greenscreen), and more 13 categories of video
effects, ranging from blur and sharpen to transform Working with still photos and
graphics Sharing your video online using QuickTime (/QT), RealMedia (.RM), or
Windows Media Video (.WMV) Making tapes or burning DVDs in 9 steps With a handy
cheat sheet of keyboard shortcuts, a chart comparing 10 video editing programs, a
glossary, and more, with this guide you’ll soon be saying “Lights, camera, action” and
producing your own movie attraction.
Who IS the uninvited? This twisty page-turner from a master of suspense plumbs the
unsettling goings-on at a picture-perfect woodland cottage. Mimi Shapiro had a
disturbing freshman year at NYU, thanks to a foolish affair with a professor who still
haunts her caller ID. So when her artist father, Marc, offers the use of his remote
Canadian cottage, she’s glad to hop in her Mini Cooper and drive up north. The house
is fairy-tale quaint, and the key is hidden right where her dad said it would be, so she’s
shocked to fi nd someone already living there -- Jay, a young musician, who is equally
startled to meet Mimi and immediately accuses her of leaving strange and threatening
tokens inside: a dead bird, a snakeskin, a cricket sound track embedded in his latest
composition. But Mimi has just arrived, so who is responsible? And more alarmingly,
what does the intruder want? Part gripping thriller, part family drama, this fast-paced
novel plays out in alternating viewpoints, in a pastoral setting that is evocative and eerie
-- a mysterious character in its own right.
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Mike is back. Devastated by his loss he strikes out on a doomed journey to wipe
the earth of the Lycan scourge, with his faithful companion Oggie by his side.
Bailey, a distant relative of Mike’s best friend BT, joins him but for different
reasons. Azile struggles to reign him in, while a world already pushed to the edge
begins its fall over the precipice. When all is lost, can anything ever be won? Join
Mike on another epic adventure as he fights foes both new and old
Like virtual reality, augmented reality is becoming an emerging platform in new
application areas for museums, edutainment, home entertainment, research,
industry, and the art communities using novel approaches which have taken
augmented reality beyond traditional eye-worn or hand-held displays. In this
book, the authors discuss spatial augmented r
More information to be announced soon on this forthcoming title from Penguin
USA
The fifth edition of "Numerical Methods for Engineers" continues its tradition of
excellence. Instructors love this text because it is a comprehensive text that is
easy to teach from. Students love it because it is written for them--with great
pedagogy and clear explanations and examples throughout. The text features a
broad array of applications, including all engineering disciplines. The revision
retains the successful pedagogy of the prior editions. Chapra and Canale's
unique approach opens each part of the text with sections called Motivation,
Mathematical Background, and Orientation, preparing the student for what is to
come in a motivating and engaging manner. Each part closes with an Epilogue
containing sections called Trade-Offs, Important Relationships and Formulas,
and Advanced Methods and Additional References. Much more than a summary,
the Epilogue deepens understanding of what has been learned and provides a
peek into more advanced methods. Approximately 80% of the end-of-chapter
problems are revised or new to this edition. The expanded breadth of engineering
disciplines covered is especially evident in the problems, which now cover such
areas as biotechnology and biomedical engineering. Users will find use of
software packages, specifically MATLAB and Excel with VBA. This includes
material on developing MATLAB m-files and VBA macros.
Not a design book, but an source of information on the features and
specifications most often reported in data sheets on charge-coupled devices,
which are used in high-definition television for program production, consumer
camcorders, electronic still cameras, optical character readers including bar-code
scanners and fax machines, and other applications. When the 1996 edition sold
out, it was decided to update and correct rather than reprint. A major change is
that the term CCD array has been changed in most of the text to solid state array
to allow for flexibility in sensor type. Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc.,
Portland, OR.
This practical sourcebook has been specially prepared to give you an at-a-glance
guide to quality video program-making on a modest budget. Emphasis
throughout is on excellence with economy; whether you are working alone or with
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a small multi-camera group. The well-tried techniques detailed here will steer you
through the hazards of production, helping you to avoid those frustrating, timewasting problems, and to create an effective video program. For many years
Video Production Handbook has helped students and program-makers in a wide
range of organizations. Now in its thoroughly revised 3rd edition, Video
Production Handbook guides you step-by-step, explaining how to develop your
initial program ideas, and build them into a successful working format. It covers
the techniques of persuasive camerawork, successful lighting and sound
treatment, video editing...etc. You will find straightforward up-to-the-minute
guidance with your daily production problems, and a wealth of practical tips
based on the author's personal experience. In this extended edition, you will see
how you can use quite modest chromakey facilities and visual effects to create
the magic of virtual reality surroundings. Gerald Millerson's internationally
acclaimed writings are based on a long and distinguished career with the BBC.
His lecturing background includes TV production courses in the United States
and UK. His other books for Focal Press have become standard works in a
number of languages, and include his classic course text Television Production
13th ed, Effective TV Production 3rd ed, Video Camera Techniques 2nd ed,
Lighting for TV and Film 3rd ed, Lighting for Video 3rd ed and TV Scenic Design.
This is a history of "guerilla television", a form of TV which was part of an alternative media tide
sweeping the United States in the 1960s. Inspired by the fracturing issues of the decade and
the theories and writings of various exponents, guerilla television put forth "utopian"
programming.
Video Production HandbookCRC Press
Explains how to use the Macintosh video production programs to capture and edit digital
videos, apply effects, create DVD menus, and burn DVDs.
The performance of most tasks with one hand, typically the right, is a uniquely human
characteristic. Not only do people prefer to use one hand rather than the other, but also they
usually perform tasks faster and more accurately with this hand. The study of manual
asymmetries and what such performance differences between the two hands reveal about
brain organization and motor function has been a topic of considerable research over the last
several decades. The aim of this Research Topic is to review and further explore the origins of
manual asymmetries and their relationship to handedness, unimanual and bimanual motor
performance, and brain function. The articles included here involve original research
conducted in humans or non-human models species, as well as theoretical perspectives,
review articles, and meta-analyses.
This handbook on video photography provides information on choosing equipment,
camcorders, lighting, tripods and associated photographic equipment, microphones, editing,
sound-tracking and computer graphics. It also offers detailed, illustrated descriptions of how to
use video cameras.
Shows users how to make the most of Sony's popular Palm OS PDA,the CLIE Sony holds the
second largest share of the U.S. PDA market-12.1percent Guides new and intermediate users
through the all the latestCLIE features and functions, from using Graffiti and working
withMicrosoft Office and PDF files to scheduling appointments, checkinge-mail, and beaming
data Covers cool multimedia features such as taking digital photos,producing slide shows,
recording and watching movies, transferringmusic, and creating reminders using the built-in
voicerecorder Written in a friendly, accessible style by PDA guru DennyAtkin, Editorial Director
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of Handheld Computingmagazine

Learn to turn a simple screenplay into a visual masterpiece! Top production
designers share their real-life experiences to explain the aesthetic, narrative, and
technical aspects of the craft. Step by step, aspiring filmmakers will discover
sound instruction on the tools of the trade, and established filmmakers will enjoy
a new outlook on production design. They will learn, for example, the craft behind
movie magic–such as how to create a design metaphor, choose a color scheme,
use space, and work within all genres of film, from well-funded studio projects to
"guerilla filmmaking." This indispensable resource also contains a history of
movie making and guidelines for digital production design. For the experienced
filmmaker seeking new design ideas to the struggling newcomer stretching lowbudget dollars, this book makes the processes and concepts of production
design accessible. Allworth Press, an imprint of Skyhorse Publishing, publishes a
broad range of books on the visual and performing arts, with emphasis on the
business of art. Our titles cover subjects such as graphic design, theater,
branding, fine art, photography, interior design, writing, acting, film, how to start
careers, business and legal forms, business practices, and more. While we don't
aspire to publish a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are
deeply committed to quality books that help creative professionals succeed and
thrive. We often publish in areas overlooked by other publishers and welcome the
author whose expertise can help our audience of readers.
An academic approach to the popular use of video production technology
This media history explores a series of portable small cameras, playback
devices, and storage units that have made the production of film and video
available to everyone. Covering several storage formats from 8mm films of the
1900s, through the analogue videotapes of the 1970s, to the compression
algorithms of the 2000s, this work examines the effects that the shrinkage of
complex machines, media formats, and processing operations has had on the
dissemination of moving images. Using an archaeological approach to technical
standards of media, the author provides a genealogy of portable storage formats
for film, analog video, and digitally encoded video. This book is a step forward in
decoding the storage media formats, which up to now have been the domain of
highly specialised technicians.
This book explains how to take surreptitious photographs and record video of
people and property in a safe and effective manner while producing excellent
results. It is the most comprehensive text on clandestine photography available. It
takes the reader through conventional as well as the most sophisticated
clandestine photography methods in practice today, and it covers the use of all
types of equipment ranging from off-the-shelf to the most high-tech equipment
available. The ultra-long-range night vision photography methods discussed in
this book were devised by the authors and only exist here. Readers will discover
esoteric techniques for photographically recording recognizable human and
vehicle plate images from distances of over a mile in both daylight and night
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conditions. Myriad methods for secretly photographing people and property under
diverse and difficult conditions are presented. Readers will discover innovative
applications of combinations of old and new photographic-related
technologies—some combined in unexpected ways that produce surprising
results. It is written and extremely well illustrated in an easy to understand style
for all photographers regardless of skill level. The book is appropriate for anyone
in law enforcement, military operations, and private investigation. It will also
benefit government surveillance specialists and those responsible for detecting
and thwarting manual clandestine photography.
Apple's video-editing program is better than ever, but it still doesn’t have a
printed guide to help you get started. That's where this gorgeous, full-color book
comes in. You get clear explanations of iMovie's impressive new features, like
instant rendering, storyboarding, and one-step special effects. Experts David
Pogue and Aaron Miller also give you a complete course in film editing and DVD
design. Edit video like the pros. Import raw footage, add transitions, and use
iMovie’s newly restored, intuitive timeline editor. Create stunning trailers. Design
Hollywood-style "Coming Attractions!" previews for your movies. Share your film.
Distribute your movie in a variety of places—on smartphones, Apple TV, your own
site, and with one-click exports to YouTube, Facebook, Vimeo, CNN iReport, and
MobileMe. Make DVDs. Design the menus, titles, and layout for your DVDs, and
burn them to disc. This book covers version 9 of Apple's iMovie software.
Challenging the popular myth of a present-day 'information revolution', Media
Technology and Society is essential reading for anyone interested in the social
impact of technological change. Winston argues that the development of new
media forms, from the telegraph and the telephone to computers, satellite and
virtual reality, is the product of a constant play-off between social necessity and
suppression: the unwritten law by which new technologies are introduced into
society only insofar as their disruptive potential is limited.
This book gathers selected contributions presented at the Enzo Levi and XX Annual
Meeting of the Fluid Dynamic Division of the Mexican Physical Society in 2014. The
individual papers explore recent advances in experimental and theoretical fluid
dynamics and are suitable for use in both teaching and research. The fluid dynamics
applications covered include multiphase flows, convection, diffusion, heat transfer,
rheology, granular materials, viscous flows, porous media flows, geophysics and
astrophysics. The contributions, some of which are introductory and avoid the use of
complicated mathematics, are suitable for fourth-year undergraduate and graduate
students. Accordingly, the book is of immense benefit to these students, as well as to
scientists in the fields of physics, chemistry and engineering with an interest in fluid
dynamics from experimental and theoretical points of view.
Singapore's leading tech magazine gives its readers the power to decide with its
informative articles and in-depth reviews.
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